Title :“Multi-Agent Simulation of Multimodal Transportation”
Speaker : Dr. Mahdi ZARGAYOUNA, Researcher in Computer Science
Affiliation : IFSTTAR

Abstract

Modeling and simulation play an important role in transportation networks
analysis. With the widespread use of personalized real-time information sources,
the status of the simulation depends heavily on individual travelers reactions to
the received information. As a consequence, it is relevant for the simulation
model to be individual-centered, and agent-based simulation is one of the most
promising paradigms in this context. Information is now personalized, and the
simulations have to take into account the interaction of individually guided
passengers. In this talk, we present a multiagent simulation model to observe
multimodal networks. We use an illustrative application about travelers
information in transit networks. These effects are measured by simulating several
scenarios according to the ratio of connected passengers to a real-time
information system. We represent the passengers and the vehicles as agents in
the system. We analyze the simulated scenarios following their effect on the
passengers travel times. The information provided to the connected passengers is
based on a space-time representation of the transportation networks. Results
show that real-time personalized information may have an increasingly positive
impact on overall travel times following the increasing ratio of connected
passengers. However, there is a ratio threshold after which the effect of real-time
information becomes less positive. The talk will be concluded by a summary of the
joint projects between Ifsttar and Vedecom on these subjects.
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Title :Urban congestion: risks and opportunities of autonomous vehicles
Speaker : Raphaël LAMOTTE, PostDoc at EPFL, Lausanne
Affiliation : EPFL, Lausanne

Abstract
Autonomous vehicles are often seen as a promising cure for road congestion.
We examine this claim by reviewing the different ways in which autonomous
vehicles might influence the physics of traffic flow, the demand, and the
resulting equilibria. Up to now, most studies have focused either on highway
traffic or on isolated intersections. We investigate how these trends scale up in
urban road networks and how they affect the network macroscopic
fundamental diagram. A particular emphasis is then placed on the trip
scheduling aspects. We present the risks that are associated to a devaluation
of the Value of Travel Time Savings (VTTS) and explain how autonomous
vehicles might also offer appropriate solutions.
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Title : Ridesharing and empty vehicle management in autonomous taxi systems
Speaker : Tatiana BABICHEVA, VEDECOM PhD student in the research project “New physical spaces”
Affiliation : Institut VEDECOM

Abstract
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This presentation focuses on optimization technics such as empty vehicle redistribution and ridesharing for PRT (Personal Rapid Transit) and aTaxi (autonomous taxi) services. The focus is kept on
passenger service and operator cost.
The methods of empty vehicle redistribution can be divided into two main groups: reactive
redistribution strategies (where the call for a vehicle is made at the moment of passenger arrival)
and proactive redistribution strategies, sending empty vehicles to meet predicted demand (in the
near future). We present a new redistribution algorithm called index-based redistribution (IBR) and
evaluate combinations of different reactive and proactive algorithms using a test case in Paris
Saclay, France (20 stations). A combination of Simple Nearest Neighbors and IBR is shown to be
promising. Its results outperform the other methods tested in peak and off-peak demand, in terms of
average and maximum passenger waiting times as well as station queue length.
The inclusion of multi-matching (multiple assignment) algorithms on the same network shows that
while Greedy+Hungarian multi-matching algorithms improve upon the well-known Hungarian method
in both empty run time and in average waiting time, the one-step mixing shows superior results. All
three multi-matching algorithms outperform the single matching algorithms tested.
The addition of ride-sharing improves the results obtained for the rush hour for every strategy
evaluated.
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Title :On driving simulators' (and VR experiments’) validity
Speaker :Daniel R. MESTRE, Senior researcher at ISM/CRVM – University of Aix Marseille
Affiliation :Aix-Marseille Université, CNRS, Institut des Sciences du Mouvement, Marseille

Abstract
One major issue when using driving simulators is their ecological validity,
which is the evaluation of their capacity to enable drivers to behave as if the
simulator were a real car and the virtual environment a real environment.
This question involves many aspects, such as the physical fidelity of the
simulator, but also human and contextual factors. In that respect, the
concept of presence (the feeling of "being there" in the virtual environment)
provides an interesting avenue to examine simulators' validity, in the search
for guarantees that generalizable conclusions can be drawn from simulator
studies.
We will present recent results, showing that sensory factors, such as
environmental realism and graphics rendering can affect presence.
Moreover, subjective ratings of presence, physiological activity and driving
behavior provide converging tools to evaluate simulators' validity. We will
also present ongoing research, aiming at measuring the extent to which a
driver's simulator behavior can be qualitatively and quantitatively compared
to real driving behavior
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Title :Semi-supervised deep learning models for the inference of human mobility flows
Speaker :Dr. Fouad HADJSELEM, Researcher in Mathematics at VEDECOM
Affiliation :Institut VEDECOM

Abstract
The principal objective of this work is to estimate the temporal distribution of individuals
described in the stationary censuses data by using a semi-supervised multi-task learning
model. It allows to learn the temporal distribution of displacements from several old
Household Travel Surveys (HTS), and tries to predict them on new individuals. We consider
here the use of semi-supervised techniques, which allow to train a system with only a few
labeled inputs from old HTS together with large amounts of unlabeled censuses data from all
towns of France (i.e. 36,000 towns). The latter being widely available and cheap, considerably
help the training of the learning model. In fact, training deep neural networks is a challenge
because normal training easily gets stuck in undesired local optima which prevent the lower
layers from learning useful features. The breakthrough to effective training strategies for deep
architectures spring out in 2006 introducing the greedy layer-wise unsupervised pre-training
followed by supervised fine-tuning. Nevertheless, this approach has recently fallen out of favor
and a lot of the top performing neural networks now, seem to be of a purely supervised
nature. In fact, it is widely expected that some innovations (as Glorot initialization, dropout
training and rectified linear units activation function) have turned unsupervised pre-training
unnecessary when the number of labeled training samples is large enough which is not the
case for our data. This is also the case for some network structures with sparse connections
such as convolutional neural network. Those sparse architectures exploit the strong spatially
local correlation present in structured data such as images, videos, text. Unfortunately, human
mobility data are generally heterogeneous with unknown local structure. It follows therefore,
that our data is not adapted to such kind of model. Due to all of these reasons we have
chosen to adopt an unsupervised pre-training step using an appropriate mixed-variate version
of restricted Boltzmann machine.
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Title :“What changes are possible in the mobility of the future?”
Speaker :Prof. Kay AXHAUSEN, Chair of Transport Planning
Affiliation :ETH Zurich

Abstract
The transport market is changing rapidly as new technologies are
mobilizing new capacities, e.g. Uber Pop, or are promising to change
the cost-structures, e.g. automated driving. This talk will discuss the
possibilities and limits of these new technologies, but especially of
automated driving. It will be b ased on recent work integrating the
expected new cost structures into a laerge scale agent based
simulation.
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